Abstract-This paper presents an algorithm to resolve superimposed action potentials encountered during the decomposition of electromyographic signals. The algorithm uses particle swarm optimization with a variety of features including randomization, crossover, and multiple swarms. In a simulation study involving realistic superpositions of two to five motor-unit action potentials, the algorithm had an accuracy of 98%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electromyographic (EMG) signal is made up of discharges called motor-unit action potentials (MUAPs). Whenever two or more MUAPs occur within a sufficiently short time interval, their waveforms overlap and superimpose. The problem of identifying the MUAPs involved in a superimposition and finding their precise timing is known as resolving the superimposition [1] - [6] . This problem can be formulated as an optimization problem, namely, that of finding the set of MUAPs templates and their alignment that gives the best match to the superimposition. Finding the solution is challenging because of the large number of possible combinations and alignments and because there are often many local extrema of the objective function.
A simple approach for resolving superimpositions is the peel-off method, in which the MUAPs are successively aligned and subtracted from the superimposition [7] . Unfortunately, the peel-off method often fails to find the optimal solution, especially when the superimposition involves destructive interference. McGill [8] presented an algorithm that finds the optimal solution by discretizing the search space, using a branch-and-bound approach to efficiently find the global discretetime optimum solution, and then using interpolation to find the nearest continuous-time optimum. Florestal et al. [9] presented a probabilistic method that uses a genetic algorithm to explore the search space. In this paper, we present a different probabilistic approach based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). Part of this paper has been presented in an abstract form [10] . II. ALGORITHM
A. Resolution Problem
The resolution problem can be stated as follows. Given a continuoustime waveform w(t) and n continuous templates s i (t), i = 1, . . . , n, find the offsets x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) to minimize the squared error of the residual between the given and reconstructed waveforms
Note that x i can take on noninteger values. This function can be approximated using trigonometric polynomials as follows [8] :
where , and all signals are assumed to be sufficiently zero-padded to avoid wraparound difficulties associated with circular time shifts. This is called the "known-constituent" problem since it is assumed that all n templates are involved in the superimposition. In the "unknownconstituent" problem, it is assumed that some subset of the n templates is involved, and the objective is to determine the subset as well as the offsets.
B. Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a population-based stochastic optimization algorithm, originally proposed to simulate the social behavior of a flock of birds [11] . PSO is easy to implement and has been successfully applied to a wide range of optimization problems [12] . In this method, each "particle" is a candidate solution that "flies" through the search space. The path of each particle is influenced by its own experience and that of its neighbors. In this paper, the neighborhood of each particle is the entire swarm (star topology) [13] .
Each particle i is characterized by these features: 1) x i : its current position; 2) v i : its current velocity; 3) y i : the personal best position it has found; 4)ŷ i : the best position discovered by any of the particles so far. At each iteration, these features are updated as follows:
where f (x) is the objective function, k is the iteration number, n p is the number of particles in the swarm, and • denotes element-by-element multiplication. The new velocity depends on the previous velocity and the distances of the particle from the personal and neighborhood best positions [13] , with the coefficient ω being the inertia weight, c 1 the cognitive acceleration coefficient, c 2 the social acceleration coefficient, and r 1 and r 2 random vectors whose elements are uniformly distributed in U (0, 1). A large value of inertia weight favors global search ("exploration"), while a small value favors local search ("exploitation"). [13] . Several extensions and modifications to the standard method have been proposed to speed up convergence and discourage premature convergence to a nonglobal minimum [14] - [16] . These include using more than one swarm, running the algorithm multiple times, modifying the velocity update equation to guarantee convergence, and occasionally changing some particle locations either randomly or according to the genetic algorithm.
C. Known-Constituent Case
The known-constituent problem can be solved by the PSO algorithm by letting the ith element of the particle vector x correspond to the offset of the ith MU, as in (2) . Our implementation starts with two swarms of n p = 20 + 2 × √ n particles each, where n is the number of templates involved in the superposition. We have found that this number gives a good balance between accuracy and computation time. One swarm is initialized randomly in the interval [−N/2, N/2], where N is the template length. Sixty percent of the particles are filled with uniform random values, while the remaining 40% are filled with Sobol's quasirandom sequence [17] , which covers the search space regularly. The other swarm is initialized similarly, except that one particle is set to the result of the peel-off method. The maximum number of iterations is max iter = 500n + 200. The acceleration coefficients c 1 and c 2 are set to 2.0 and 0.5, respectively. The inertia coefficient is set to 1.2 at the first iteration and is linearly decreased to 0.1 at max_iter. Velocities are clamped to v m ax = 4. Positions are not clamped since the time shifts in (2) wraparound.
Randomization, crossover, and swarm regeneration are used to ensure wide exploration. Every 40 iterations, the positions of 40% of the particles are reinitialized using the next generation of Sobol's sequence. Moreover, for every iteration, there is a 20% chance that two offspring particles are generated using the arithmetic mean of two randomly chosen (from the non-Sobolian partition) parent particles [18] . If a swarm's best solution does not change for 200 iterations, then a new, randomly initialized swarm is created. If the radius of a swarm becomes less than 1E-5 times the peak-to-peak amplitude of the smallest MUAP, the swarm is deleted. The total number of swarms is limited to n + 1. Iteration continues until any of the swarms reaches the maximum number of iterations, or all of them have been deleted, or the overall global best does not change for 1500 iterations.
The PSO algorithm is run twice, and the best solution is selected. Increasing the number of runs increases the chances of finding the global minimum, but at the cost of increased computation time.
We implemented this method both in Matlab and in Microsoft Visual C++. In the C++ version, each swarm was implemented as a separate thread, and a vectorization package [19] was used for vector and matrix operations.
D. Unknown-Constituent Case
For the unknown-constituent problem, it is necessary to identify which MUs are involved in the superposition, as well as their offsets. Our approach was to use the continuous-time algorithm described before for the known-constituent problem with the following differences.
1) The particle vector is augmented with n additional variables to represent the involvement or noninvolvement of the n MUs. These continuous variables are mapped to the binary involvement status in the following way: if 1/2 < mod 2 x n + i < 3/2, the ith MU is involved; otherwise, it is not involved. 2) At the start of the algorithm, the peel-off solution is determined for each possible combination of templates, and the n p best solutions are used as starting points for the first swarm on the first run.
III. SIMULATIONS
Simulations were performed to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. Superpositions of two to five MUAPs were simulated from two sets of MUAPs. The templates were derived from needle signals from the public domain database at www.emglab.net. Set 1 contained ten MUAPs with a wide range of energies (differing by a factor of 25), while set 2 contained six MUAPs with a high degree of similarity (correlation coefficients ranging from 0.60 to 0.94). The MUAPs were sampled at 10 kHz and high-pass-filtered at 1 kHz to emphasize their spikes.
For each simulation, a set of five MUAPs was selected at random from the larger dataset. The first two to five of these MUAPs were shifted randomly by an amount within ±1 ms and then added together with random noise to form a superposition. This range of shifts produced complicated superpositions since the MUAPs overlapped constructively or destructively over most of their lengths. The noise process was white Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 to 45 dB. The superposition was resolved using the known-constituent algorithm (given the involved MUAPs) and the unknown-constituent algorithm (given all five MUAPs). The accuracy of the resolution was calculated by n c /(n t + n f ), where n c is the number of MUAPs whose identities and offsets were correctly determined to within ±0.1 ms, n t is the total number of MUAPs involved in the superimposition, and n f is the number of MUAPs that were incorrect or off by more than ±0.5 ms. For each condition, the accuracy was averaged over 1000 simulations. The simulations were performed on an Intel dual-core 1.83-GHz CPU with 2 GB of RAM.
An example simulation is shown in Fig. 1 . Two templates from dataset 2 were shifted and added with noise to produce the superimposition shown in Fig. 1(c) . This is a constructive superposition for which the peel-off method was unable to estimate either shift correctly. The central part of the objective function is plotted as a function of template shifts in Fig. 2(a) . For clarity, it is plotted upside down, so that the peaks correspond to good alignments. The known-constituent PSO algorithm successfully located the global minimum of the objective function (circle). The true alignment is indicated by star. Because of the added noise, the two points do not coincide exactly.
The simulation results are shown in Table I . For comparison, the accuracy of the peel-off method is also shown. The superimpositions that were not correctly solved by the peel-off method were hard cases involving constructive or destructive interference, but PSO was able to solve most of them correctly. PSO was less accurate for the unknownconstituent case because the search space was much wider and the algorithm sometimes found template combinations that fit better than the correct combination. The number of function evaluations grew polynomially with n for both the known-and unknown-constituent algorithms. The C++ version was much faster than the Matlab version.
A sensitivity analysis was performed for several main parameters (Table II) , using five known MUAPs from set 2. The analysis shows that increasing the number of particles (np), the swarm threshold, and the SNR increases algorithm accuracy. Increasing np decreases the efficiency. Increasing the maximum number of iterations (max_iter), because it affects the inertia, causes the algorithm to terminate without sufficient tuning. On the other hand, decreasing max_iter does not allow sufficient exploration. Both decrease algorithm accuracy. Similar results were obtained using template set 1. The standard values used for the simulations represent a reasonable tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency. 
IV. DISCUSSION
The PSO algorithm is quite versatile and can be used to solve problems with continuous, discrete, or a mixture of continuous and discrete variables. Some of the interesting features of PSO include the ease of implementation and the fact that no gradient information is required [14] . In many optimization problems, gradient information is either unavailable or computationally expensive to calculate. Although a relatively new paradigm, PSO has been applied to a variety of tasks, e.g., training artificial neural networks [20] , function minimization [21] , and EEG dipole source localization [22] .
The main challenge in resolving superimpositions is the complicated topology of the objective function, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The number of distinct local minima increases exponentially with the number of MUs involved in the superposition. Also, some of the local minima can be fairly narrow. These factors make it challenging for an optimization method to adequately explore the search space while avoiding getting stuck in local minima.
The organization of the presented algorithm represents a tradeoff between exploring the entire search space and fine-tuning the solutions in the regions of promise. Several techniques including the swarm randomization strategy with quasi-random Sobol's sequence, arithmetic crossover, and the multiswarm strategy with regeneration and randomization were used to ensure wide exploration. The termination criteria were chosen to ensure adequate accuracy within a reasonable number of iterations.
The algorithm is most efficient for waveforms sampled at the Nyquist rate, since this minimizes the number of computations involved in each function call. The presented parameter values related to particle velocities and the termination criteria assume Nyquist rate sampling, and would have to be scaled appropriately to use the algorithm efficiently with oversampled signals.
The complexity of the resolution problem can be understood by considering an exhaustive search over a discrete grid. Such a search is guaranteed to find the global discrete-time optimum solution. For the known-constituent problem, an exhaustive search would require (αN ) n function evaluations, where α is the interpolation factor. Since this number increases exponentially with n, this is called a "hard" problem in complexity theory. Resolution by exhaustive search is impractical for n above 2 or 3.
The PSO method attempts to explore the search space more efficiently. The algorithm presented here requires at most (n + 1) (200 + 500n) (20 + 2 √ n) function evaluations. Since this number grows only polynomially with n, this approach is more suitable for practical use. The independent nature of the multiple swarms also lends itself to an efficient multithreaded implementation, with minimum critical sections.
Although the PSO algorithm is not guaranteed to find the globally best solution, in our simulation study, it was able to find an accurate solution in 98.2% of the records analyzed. Performance on real superimpositions could be lower than this due to MUAP variability and interference from small background MUAPs, which were not modeled in the current simulations. In real EMG signals, firing time information can also be used to help determine which MUAPs are involved in particular superpositions [1] , [4] , [5] . It should also be pointed out that the residual squared error is not the only possible criterion for determining a match. Florestal et al. [9] accept matches over only portions of the signals and adjust the acceptance criterion for each MUAP depending on its size.
